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Introduction
•

Up to 60% of people with spinal cord injury (SCI) report recurrent UTIs

•

Patient-reported UTIs (PRUTIs) may not be true UTIs but are still critical
health events - representing a disturbance in normal body function

•

PRUTI symptoms may be non-specific: abdominal pain, muscle
spasticity, and lethargy. However, these can also result from other
conditions (e.g. fecal impaction, over-heating)

•

Whether PRUTIs represent true UTIs or other medical issues is not the
focus of our study. Rather we want to know how these health events which are often attributed to the urinary tract - effect quality of life (QOL)

•

Hypothesis: Individuals with SCI will have worse QOL with increasing
number of PRUTIs
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Figure 1. PRUTI rate and the effect on 4 separate bladder-related QOL items

•

Data is from Neurogenic Bladder Research Group prospective
observational registry

•

Inclusion: > 18 years, English-speaking, SCI from: trauma, stroke, nonmalignant spinal cord tumor, surgical injury, or transverse myelitis

•

No formal chart review performed

•

Table 2. Rate of PRUTIs in the past 12 months and the risk of worse quality of life as a result

Frequency of PRUTIs: response to “How many UTIs have you had in the
past 12 months?”
Table 1. Demographic and clinical information by rate of patient-reported UTIs in the last year.

•

•
•

Four items from SCI-QOL Bladder Complications scale assessed QOL:
• 1) “Did your UTIs limit daily activities?”
•
• 2) “Did your UTIs increase skeletal muscle spasms?”
• 3) “Did you have UTIs that would not go away?”
•
• 4) “Did you avoid going out because of UTIs?”.
• Responses: 5-point Likert scale from (1) “never” to (5) “always”.
•
Univariable and multivariable analyses to find predictors of worse UTIrelated quality of life.
•
To 12 item short form (SF12) to assess effect of UTIs on overall QOL

Conclusions

Demographic data by PRUTI rate is in Table 1 (N=1,478)
More PRUTIs was significantly associated with progressively worse •
QOL for all 4 items (p<0.001) (Figure 1)
•
When controlling for demographic and clinical variables, more
PRUTIs is independently associated with worse QOL (Table 2)
•

More PRUTIs are inversely related to bladder-specific QOL in people with SCI
More PRUTIs also negatively impact overall QOL (i.e. SF12 Physical domain)
These health events (whether true UTIs or not) are important to accurately
diagnose and treat as they significantly reduce QOL

Increasing PRUTIs was independently associated with worse SF12
Physical Health score, but not Mental Health score
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